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ABSTRACT 
As a complicated assembly of continuous forms evolved for centuries, historic cities need to adapt 
to urban regeneration for they also answer for the present and future as a live organism never 
rests. Most Chinese historic areas are unsustainable for outdated facilities and decadent physical 
environment, poor in public spaces and landscape due to contradiction between contemporary 
traffic pattern and traditional street network. Yet between conservation and development could 
also be interaction other than dilemma for the traditional spatial morphology still retains its vitality 
in historic cities, featuring them with characteristics and magnetism, therefore rich in opportunities 
and momentum of development. 
Cicheng, a former county town whose layout keeps almost intact to this day, has its populated and 
commerce-clustering southwest as a crucial space for logistics, business and public services, also 
abounding in historic elements that mark the city edge, from the city wall, city gate relics and the 
moat to the transverse streets, transverse channels and bridges. However, the drastically 
modernized traffic pattern has outdated the waterway’s role in traffic and protection into out-of-
use and silt-up, widened and sped-up the through-traffic roads, thus eroded the original city edges 
despite the vitality promoted. Failing to combine with the historic urban morphology, the 
commerce-agglomerated city is rudely superimposed upon history and nature. It’s a typical fringe 
belt problem of the city caught in the conflict between constraints under historic edges and 
disorderly development, which calls for a reevaluation to whole urban morphology, for 
reasonably integrating the modern road network and historic morphological frame, satisfying 
local requirements on history, landscape and development. 
INTRODUCTION  
For the traditional Chinese cities, the edge elements are usually embodied in ramparts or moats, 
the site location, digging and gate lay-out of which reflect the cumulative effect of natural 
geography and human planning. The rampart not only means military defense, but also serves 
flood protection, simply as the moat does both in transportation, flood drainage and daily 
washing. The edge thus composed, features the traditional urban morphology and exerts shapes 
cultural symbol and psychological identification as well. However, both of them had given way to 
the progress made in the military industry since the Modern Ages, while the remaining physical 
existence hindered the urban development and expansion. Finally the city has broken through such 
traditional edges and spread onward, blurring with the outer natural morphology into a ‘fringe 
belt’. 
In the first place, the fringe belt adjoins the former city boundary and thus attached, greatly 
subjected to the traditional city’s development and expansion. Secondly, in morphological terms, it 
transitions from the urban to the natural/rural, presents kind of disorder and discontinuity in 
indented construction land and natural landscape. Thirdly, its liability in changing to accelerative 
urbanization, if without effective control, will easily spread further ad generate new ‘urban hubs’ 
that divert the traditional downtowns of vibration and marginalize them. Finally, the post-modern 
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introspection on contemporary urban marginality leads us to see the inevitable expansion of new 
spaces and obligation of traditional ones to transform, for which a method is called for to 
reorganize the urban spaces along the fringe belts while sustaining the diversity and plurality, 
rendering the old and new in order and balance. 
This paper chooses the Southwestern area around the Major West Gate, Cicheng Town, Ningbo 
City for case study, combining the fringe belt proposed by Conzen, taking the morphological turn 
given rise by traffic reversion as the departure to illuminate the characteristics of traditional Chinese 
city’s fringe belt, so as to explore a criterion of values for the regeneration there and sustainable 
development. 
BACKGROUND -TRANSITION OF CICHENG’S OVERALL MORPHOLOGY AND TRAFFIC 
PATTERN  
The largely intact county town of Cixi, now Cicheng Town, had retained its original location over a 
millennium since 738 A.D., the 26th year of Kaiyuan Reign, Tang Dynasty. Fang Guan, the 
magistrate who planned it, right chose the northern upland of Ningbo Plain among hills, which 
leans on Wulei Ridge and extends onto Siming and Kuaiji Ranges, allowing Yuyao River flow 
westward through the elongated plain. To the immediate north of Cicheng, a lake named Cihu 
comes into being from water heads originates in Kan Hill and other hills, with the flanking waters 
continuing onto southern plain until contributing into Yuyao River. 
According to historical records, prior to the city’s own foundation, Fang Guan conducted a series 
of water conservancy projects, including Puji Lake (Puji means all-benefiting), Yongming Lake 
(Yongming means ever-bright), Back Lake and Minor River, which protected the county town from 
seawater intrusion or flood inundation. Among them, the transverse ‘Minor River’, called ‘Congma 
River’ (means the bluish-white pony) afterward and ‘Liberation River’ since 1949, delineated the 
southern boundary in Tang Dynasty. Today’s Major West Gate Area, from where the waters were 
diverted into the Minor River, plays a significant node’s role in the town’s humane and 
topographical relationship. 
Since dug in Song Dynasty (10th-13th c.), Guanshan River had replaced the Transverse River, 
namely the canal through, as the new regional waterway. Accordingly, the external traffic’s moved 
to the former’s bank, a couple of kilometers south of the city. The Transverse River became an 
internal waterway that nurtured commerce and recreation. And the blocks mainly extended 
eastward for more favorable topography as opposed to the sunken and water logging west. 
Throughout Ming Dynaty (1368-1644), Cixi County saw further expansion and reinforcement, 
especially during General Qijiguang’s age against the Japanese piracy. Like most Southeastern 
coastal cities thus fortified, Cixi also formed a new complete defense system comprised of rampart 
and moat, which last to this day as the town’s backbone. In Qing Dynaty (1644-1911), the rampart 
underwent additions and repair. The Transverse River turned so narrow/crowded as to be totally a 
commercial strip, flanked by residential areas of lower classes, small businessmen and 
handicraftsmen. As a contrast, the rest of the city was still an embodiment of lineage society. 
The Modern Age had saw not only simple enlargement of built area, but also expansion along the 
Transverse River beyond the Major East and West Gates, namely the Gateway Blocks common in 
China’s imperial age. As the Anti-Japanese Invasion War destroyed the rampart, the only belt 
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elements remaining became the moat and ring roads that replaced some of the rampart bases. 
Since around 2000, spontaneous expansion southward has dissolved the former boundary.    
METHODOLOGY- TRAFFIC-MORPHOLOGY RELATIONSHIP  
Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Navigation (739-1912) 
Traditional Chinese cities mostly take full use of inland navigation, therefore located nearby major 
rivers or their branches, for which Cicheng makes an example in three morphological stages with 
the ternary development of traffic.  
In Ningbo-Shaoxing Plain, part of Lower Reaches of Yangtze River, the criss-crossed rivers and 
canals make navigation the main traffic pattern from of old. Such all-connecting waterways led the 
Cicheng section of navigation upstream to Yuyao and Shaoxing westward, and towards the sea 
eastward by Ningbo, which took the Minor River (Transverse Canal) as the main passage 
commuting with the outside. The lakes dug and converging waters from northern and western hills 
sustained the Minor River through canal networks southward. In South Song Dynasty (1127-1279), 
a newly-dug Guanshan River replaced the Minor River for outer traffic, leaving the latter to 
downtown commerce strewn in narrowed waterway under plenty of bridges and along the Lower 
Transverse Street, which arose to the top bustling hub until the Modern Age. When such river-street 
pattern expanded beyond the rampart outward, gateway blocks appeared around the East and 
West Great Gates (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Navigation (739—1912s) 
Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Road & Navigation (1913—1980s) 
Since the Modern Age, as one among the first five treaty ports in China, Ningbo had seen profuse 
infusion of industrial achievements from the West. Surrounding Cicheng, gradually, railways and 
roads came into shape. In 1942, the Hangzhou-Ningbo Railway demolished in prevention of 
Japanese invasion was reused as a motor road. Down to 1947, Cixi had road connections not only 
with other counties, but also between her towns. And it is since 1969, with the official opening of 
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Cixi-Yuyao Road that completed the road-railway composite over-land traffic by the south of the 
county town of Cixi, and turned northwestward by the west ridge (termed ‘white tiger’ in traditional 
geomancy), that a hefty southwest fringe belt entered on the stage (Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Road & Navigation (1913—1980s) 
Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Road (1980s—) 
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Since the 1980s, Cixi-Yuyao Road has undergone several rounds of adjustment and broadening, 
which brought remarkable changes to the fringe belt morphology with new connections added. In 
general, it is the Great Major West Gate Area that burgeons fastest due to immediacy to the 
provincial highway. The most significant public buildings and spaces abound there including the 
Inter-City Bus Station and Hualian Green Market (compleed in December, 1998), and developed 
into a Major West Gate High Street, followed by such blocks along Rixin Road south to Lower 
Transverse Street and outside Major West Gate till Jiangbei Avenue (Figure 3). Therefore, an 
urban uptrend emerges there with residential buildings as high as six floors with matching 
commerce and public service facilities. 
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Figure 3. Traffic-morphology relationship in the Age of Road & Navigation (1980s-) 
Obviously, a fringe belt had spontaneously come into being in south outside the Major East & West 
Gates due to the traffic advantage there. While the former historic boundaries became blurred, 
with elements decadent or even disappeared. Furthermore, the north side of the West Gate Outer 
Street has much of the traditional fabric preserved, thus more complex in morphology unit. As a 
contrast, the northern part of the town did not expand to the peripheries, and the rampart basically 
formed a fixation line (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. Fringe belt of Cicheng Town 
FINDINGS – MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE FRINGE BELT FOLLOWING THE 
TRAFFIC PATTERN TRANSFORMATION.  
The historic boundary of Cicheng is not only a linear space along the rampart and moat, but also 
an interacting belt with peripheral zones into imagery of the city of high legibility. In the first place, 
the moat constantly serving as the main passage in history is in its own right the ‘path’ element, 
while the city wall gates and waterway gates, as entrance and exit, decide the road framework 
comprised of Jiefang Road (corresponding to the South Gate), Minsheng Road-Dongzhenqiao 
Street (corresponding to the Major West and East Gates) , Zhonghua Road (corresponding to the 
Minor West Gate), Minquan Road (corresponding to the North Gate), Minzhu Road 
(corresponding to the Minor North Gate) and Shangzhi Road (corresponding to the Minor East 
Gate). As the development demanded, Cicheng needed to stride over the moat, the bridges also 
played a part in shaping the path outward. Besides, the physical boundary also signifies the end of 
urban land, which again forms the image of edge and sense of belonging to residents. 
Advantageous locations, convenient traffic, agglomerated commerce and abounding goods, all 
contribute to the gateway blocks that vibrate with the city. 
Gateway Blocks 
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The West Gate, also called the Major West Gate, oversees the whole body of roads and 
waterways westward to Yuyao and assumes symmetry in both form and function with the Major 
East Gate. Right there, sub-rampart blocks emerged due to converging goods and logistics which 
saw its sprouting in late Tang Dynasty, blooming in Song and Yuan Dynasties, and omnipresence in 
all cities in Ming and Qing Dynasties around the gates. Such phenomenon was usually attributed to 
an overflow of population and commerce from inside the city, but actually, it’s more like a magnetic 
effect of traffic nodes spontaneously exerted long before the city’s saturation. 
 
Figure 5. Gateway blocks outside the West Gate on the 1937 cadastral map of Cicheng 
As for such gateway blocks’ own advantages to commercial buildings of bulky trade over inside the 
city, one could list more room, less size limits, wider street and free goods distribution, which 
sustaining shapes of the former warehouses and piers to this day. Hence forth, the exceptionally 
convenient traffic outside the rampart better facilitates production (mostly handicraft) and long 
distance communication (goods, labor and information), well nurturing a ‘primary diffusive 
tendency’ outward that enhances the appeal of sub-rampart blocks. Therefore, the ‘lowland of cost’ 
is bound to come out as economy of the city reaches a certain scale and level (Figure 5).  
By superimposing the 1937 cadastral map with the existing one (Figure 6), one comes to see the 
West Gate Outer Street extending into a certain scale, namely forming a group of gateway blocks. 
Just as the name implies, the gateway blocks are a spontaneous phenomenon responding to urban 
functional needs from reliance on convenient traffic. Typical of most historic cities in China. 
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Figure 6. land types on 1937 cadastral entry of Cicheng 
The structural development relying on traffic 
In reviewing evolution of the fringe belt in history, though factors like political climates, economic 
conditions, geographic endowment and human intervention with nature are undeniable either, it is 
still the traffic that leads the structural development and pushes waves of changes. With due 
attention paid to traffic, we’ll see that despite the over-land traffic passages, namely Jiangbei 
Avenue and Cixi-Luotuo Road’s partaking of serving the blocks along the way as a matter of fact, 
their rapid and closed nature determines such dual role’s unsustainable future. What’s worse, such 
anemia of local traffic will harm the whole morphology of the town and undermine its further 
development. Therefore, we’re fully reasonable to say that while traffic generates the morphology, 
the latter could also shape or guide the former in layout for its own needs. 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the fringe belt around the Major West Gate Area, the transformed traffic pattern has 
engendered certain characteristics, which justify strategies in the following aspects: 
1. Teasing and confirming the new street network and traffic frameworks in the Major West Gate 
Area; 
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2. Balancing the historic axis, development axis and landscape axis; 
3. Reshaping the historic and human spaces in the gateway blocks; 
4. Especially combining memorial and functional spaces around the Major West Gate Area. 
Therefore, the fringe belt offers the breakthrough to the case study with its optimal location. On the 
one hand, it provides a hull for the inner texture of the ancient city and strongly upholds it; on the 
other, it easily encourages implantation of new functions and industries that not only serves the 
urban life, but also invigorates the historic city into revival. 
As landmarks along the edge of the city, the gates and corners of the rampart not only reflect the 
topographical variation, but also respond to trends of the hills and waterways, therefore best 
embodying the overall spatial and morphological characteristics. In iconographical terms, with its 
outer contour approximating a rectangle, Cicheng could easily lead one to make up the whole 
edge imaginatively and visually once the corner and trend’s located with significant nodes like 
gates well reminding him or her, simply as the Gestalt psychology theory reveals. So for restoration 
of the rampart, a schematic display of the corners and gates will contribute greatly to holistic 
imagery and identifiablity. 
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